
Wise persons who follow these things say that secular materialism, that deadening of the soul to
all things spiritual, is in astonishing retreat. Since the Renaissance’s rise of science,
accompanied too often by a suffocating scientism, spirituality and even metaphysics have
struggled to compete for personal devotion. We and our forebears have lived through a secular
materialist age, where religion has existed as if in the shadows of that age. Europe, once the
center of Christianity and its colonial world exporter, has become more like a wasteland or
desert to those clinging to faith. Even in America, the fight to hold onto a Christian way of life
has felt more recently like a rearguard action, always on the defensive. But now, materialism
feels like it’s on the brink of being over. And good for all of us.

The causes of materialism’s sudden retreat are as fascinating
as the phenomenon is heartening. Secular materialism may
have contributed to welcome medical, transportation,
technology, and even political advances. But strident
materialism simultaneously facilitated catastrophic
developments like chemical, atomic, and biological
weaponry, national socialism, eugenics, mass forced
sterilizations, deadly synthetic hallucinogens, genocide, and

the surveillance state. Materialism proved itself not just centerless but dangerous, debilitating,
destructive of the very things it had promised, like community, peace, order, and flourishing.

Yet science itself contributed some of those causes of scientism’s demise. Physicists find
quantum entanglement, prosaically known as “spooky action at a distance,” among fundamental
particles. What’s up with that? The world seems more magical in its fundamentals than
mechanical or even physical. And cognitive scientists feel compelled to recognize that
consciousness, or what Christians call Logos, seems to exist at an even deeper level than their
mysterious particles. They also acknowledge that not just humans but also higher systems or
entities carry their own emergent consciousness. Can you say “like little gods”? Reality seems
deeper, more mysterious, more profound, and yet also more designed than scientists had once
imagined. In the face of their own latest discoveries, they can’t deny it.

Thinkers have various names for materialism’s reversal. Some call it a rediscovery of faith.
Others call it a yearning for the world’s reenchantment. Others, like the evolutionary
psychologists, see story and narrative woven into not just culture but into consciousness itself.
We cannot escape looking at the world as including a supernatural, metaphysical dimension
because only through that dimension can we even think. Yet the primary cause of materialism’s
impending defeat may be that God didn’t make us to ignore him. Just the opposite: God made
us to celebrate him through the love he has for his creation. Christ once again rises through
materialism’s mists, still reigning on his great throne.


